Geochemical evidence for mélange melting in global arcs
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In subduction zones, sediments and hydrothermally altered oceanic crust, which together form part of the subducting slab, contribute to the chemical composition of lavas erupted at the surface to form volcanic arcs. Transport of this material from the slab to the overlying mantle wedge is thought to involve discrete melts and fluids that are released from various portions of the slab. We use a meta-analysis of geochemical data from eight globally representative arcs to show that melts and fluids from individual slab components cannot be responsible for the formation of arc lavas. Instead, the data are compatible with models that first invoke physical mixing of slab components and the mantle wedge, widely referred to as high-pressure mélange, before arc magmas are generated.

INTRODUCTION

The physical processes that control mass transfer between subducted slab and the mantle wedge in subduction zones are critical for our understanding of volcanic arc formation and their associated earthquake and eruption hazards. In addition, these processes control the long-term transfer of water, carbon dioxide, and other volatiles from Earth’s surface to the deep mantle, which has important implications for plate tectonics (1), long-term global climate (2), and the evolution of Earth’s heat budget (3). However, the transport mechanisms of slab material to the mantle wedge remain a topic of significant debate (4–8), which renders our understanding of, for example, global volatile cycling highly uncertain. This is a problem, because interpretations of geochemical and geophysical data on subduction zones that are based on false geodynamic models must lead to erroneous conclusions and to fundamentally misguided constructs about how the crust is processed and recycled in modern plate tectonics. Subduction zones are the primary location where the crust interacts with the mantle, and all models on long-term crustal and mantle evolution, as well as short-term cycling and redistribution of volatiles, hinge on the accuracy of the used geodynamic model for these active plate margins.

Direct geophysical observations of sub-arc processes, however, presently lack the resolution to obtain fine-scale information about the material transfer processes at the slab-mantle interface. Therefore, the chemical and isotopic compositions of arc lavas offer the best opportunity to obtain information about this critical region of subduction zones. One of the most ubiquitous characteristics of arc lavas is the fractionation of several trace element ratios, such as Sr/Nd, Ba/Th, U/Nb, and Ce/Pb, compared with the ranges observed in all the slab components and the mantle wedge (9–11). These ratios are all essentially unperturbed by normal melting processes at mid-ocean ridges (12), and hence, any model of material transport from the slab to the mantle must also account for the generation of these trace element signatures.

Experimental work published over the past decade has shown that a combination of partial melting of subducted sediments and metamorphic dehydration of altered oceanic crust (AOC) has the ability to generate the required trace element fractionations (8, 13, 14). In particular, the stability of accessory minerals that sequester high concentrations of rare earth elements (REEs) during sediment melting can control the trace element ratios of the partial sediment melts (8, 14, 15). As a result, most studies of subduction zone processes infer that this metasomatized mantle model (Fig. 1A) is the primary vector for explaining material transfer between the slab and the mantle [for example, Ryan and Chauvel (16) and Schmidt and Poli (17)]. In detail, these models of slab-mantle interaction may also include fluid flux from dehydrating serpentinite in the lithospheric mantle of the subducting plate that either directly metasomatizes the mantle wedge or causes melting of sediments and/or AOC as the fluid ascends through the slab (18, 19). However, a common trait that all of these models have in common is that the characteristic trace element fractionation of arc lavas is produced in the slab before mixing with the mantle wedge takes place.

Many field outcrops of exposed subducted oceanic material comprise rocks generally referred to as mélange. High-pressure mélanges consist of blocks of metagneous, metasedimentary, and ultramafic materials embedded in newly formed hybrid rock types (chlorite-rich mélange matrix) that form as a product of high-strain mixing at the slab-mantle boundary during subduction (5). This mélange matrix has mechanical, thermodynamic, and geochemical properties that are entirely different compared with its contributing components: sediments, AOC, and mantle (20). Although mélanges often contain fragments of their precursor materials in field outcrops, the dominating mélange matrix is a separate lithology with distinct mineralogical, trace element, and isotopic characteristics (5). Mélange melting experiments have produced melts with a range in composition from basaltic to dacitic (and alkaline compositions) in equilibrium, with restitic mineral assemblages dominated by pyroxenes and, depending on pressure-temperature, olivine, garnet, spinel, amphibole, and/or phlogopite (6, 7, 21). Melting experiments on natural mélange rocks have also demonstrated that accessory minerals remain in the residue of mélange melts to temperatures up to 1150°C, and that they control trace element fractionations similar to those observed in sediment melting experiments (21). These particular experiments generated alkaline melt compositions from melting of one type of natural mélange rock, which represents only a subset of magmas observed in subduction zones. However, they demonstrate that mélange melting causes trace element fractionation, even at relatively high temperatures. This renders models involving mélange material produced at the top of the slab (Fig. 1B) equally compatible with the observed trace element signatures in arc lavas.

Physically, the two end-member models of slab material transport are very different (Fig. 1) and have very different consequences for the thermal structure and distribution of volcanoes in subduction zones.
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Discrimination of mélange melting and metasomatized mantle models

A very effective means of discriminating the two models is by using plots of Sr/Sr versus Nd/Nd, because the elemental Nd/Sr ratios of bulk sediment and AOC are very different to those of sediment melts and AOC-derived fluids (13, 14, 22). In particular, both sediment melts and AOC fluids display much higher Sr/Nd than do their respective bulk counterparts. Therefore, mixing curves between the mantle and these components in Sr/Nd isotope space have very different curvatures, which enables discrimination between arc magma sources that are dominated by the addition of melts and fluids from the slab and those dominated by mixing of bulk sediment (and bulk AOC) with the mantle. Figure 2 shows literature data from three different island arcs plotted in this type of isotope-isotope mixing diagram, where we explore the effects of sediment addition in arc lavas. Three different mixing lines (in black), which represent addition of bulk sediment and two different degrees of sediment melting, are plotted. In each case, the sediment compositions represent systematic studies of the average sediment subducting underneath each respective arc (see the Supplementary Materials). For all three arcs, as well as the Aleutians (22), Ryukyu, Scotia, Kurile, and Sunda arcs (fig. S1), lavas closely follow the mixing lines predicted by bulk sediment mixing. Essentially, none of the data are compatible with the sediment melts mixing lines.

DISCUSSION

An alternative interpretation of the Sr-Nd isotope plots would be if fluids that were released from the slab plotted at or very close to the mantle wedge composition, which requires that the oceanic crust had the same Sr-Nd isotope compositions as the mantle wedge (22). Because of the potentially small contrast in Nd/Sr between AOC fluids and sediment melts (13, 14), the curvature of the mixing lines between these two components might resemble that of mixing between bulk sediments and the mantle wedge. The fluids could also originate from dehydrated serpentinite deeper in the subducted slab, in which case they would reequilibrate with AOC or induce sediment melting before entering the mantle wedge (18) and thus largely obtain the same Sr and Nd concentrations and isotope compositions as AOC fluids and sediment melts. Overall, the scenario of fluids with Sr and Nd isotope...
compositions effectively identical to the mantle wedge could only occur if ocean crust alteration was minimal, thus causing only a negligible disturbance of the original unaltered oceanic crust Sr isotope composition [Nd isotopes are largely unaffected by hydrothermal alteration (23)]. Minor volumes of oceanic crust do display almost unaltered Sr isotope compositions (24, 25), but more extensive alteration is always found in the shallowest portions of AOC (24, 25), where fluids would ultimately have to pass through to enter the mantle wedge. Selective sampling of the unaltered portions of AOC is also not possible given that the most altered portions of oceanic crust display the most radiogenic Sr isotope compositions and have the highest water contents (24). Therefore, the Sr isotope composition of fluids that interacted with AOC would likely inherit the most radiogenic Sr isotope compositions found in AOC rather than the average value.

Average AOC subducting underneath the Marianas, Lesser Antilles, and Sunda arcs exhibits distinctly higher $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr than the local mantle wedge, which would produce fluids with $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr significantly higher than the mantle wedge. Therefore, mixing lines between sediment and AOC fluids only overlap with a minor fraction of arc lavas (Fig. 2 and fig. S1). In addition, mixing between the mantle, sediment melt, and AOC fluids only encompasses a minor fraction of the arc lava data because their Nd/Sr ratios are too low and, therefore, plot within a "forbidden zone" (Fig. 2, D to F). These considerations eliminate fluids from the slab as the component responsible for generating the observed Sr-Nd isotope curvature in these arcs. Given that AOC sections as young as 6 million years display strongly elevated $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr (24, 25), we conclude that fluids released from subducting slabs will not have Sr isotope compositions similar to unaltered mid-ocean ridge basalt, and therefore, addition of fluids is unable to explain any of the Sr-Nd isotope trends observed in arc lavas (Fig. 2 and fig. S1).

With these constraints, it follows that the Sr-Nd isotope systematics of the lavas in every one of the global range of arcs evaluated here adhere to mixing of the mantle with bulk sediment rather than sediment melts. Small variations in Sr and Nd isotope ratios may still be caused by
addition of AOC-derived fluids or sediment-derived melts due to inefficient mixing of the mélange layer at the top of the slab, but these are not major contributors. In addition, it is very likely that fluids released from metamorphic breakdown of hydrous minerals in the mélange itself play a role in arc magma generation. However, these processes must primarily take place after physical mixing of the different slab components and formation of mélange rocks has largely been completed.

The presence of sediment melts and AOC fluids has also been inferred based on diagrams in which radiogenic isotope ratios are plotted against elemental ratios, with the radiogenic element in the denominator (Fig. 3) (26, 27). In these plots, mixing follows straight lines, and therefore, it is possible to make predictions that allow discrimination between the two end-member models of slab-to-mantle material transport (Fig. 3, B and C). Here, we use the Hf/Nd ratio, because both elements show low mobility in hydrous fluids (13), and the ratio is not fractionated during mantle melting or during fractional crystallization at early stages of magma differentiation (12). Therefore, variation in Nd isotopes should primarily relate to mixing of the mantle with either sediment melts or bulk sediment, whereas Hf/Nd fractionation may occur during either sediment or mélange melting.

Schematically, it is expected that mixtures of discreet sediment melts with the mantle wedge should produce magmas that fall along subvertical mixing lines, with variation in Nd isotopes and limited covariations of Hf/Nd ratios (Fig. 3B). Conversely, melting of mélange would produce magmas that fall on the bulk sediment-mantle mixing line, with an Nd isotope ratio determined by the relative proportions of the two components that formed the mélange. Subsequent Hf/Nd fractionation caused by mélange melting is expected to result in horizontal arrays with little variation in $^{144}$Nd/$^{144}$Nd but a range of Hf/Nd ratios (Fig. 3C). In arcs, such as Tonga (Fig. 3A), the Aleutians (28), and the Marianas (10), it is common that individual volcanic centers display very limited radiogenic isotopic variation, whereas trace element ratios are highly variable. These characteristic trends are difficult to account for with sediment melt addition to a mantle source (Fig. 3B), but are readily explained with melting of an isotopically homogeneous mélange source underneath each volcanic center that melts to varying degrees, thus generating trace element fractionation (Fig. 3C).

The crucial difference between the two models lies in the relative timing of mixing and melting that independently affect isotope and trace element ratios, respectively. Addition of slab-derived sediment melts to the mantle source of arc magmas entails melting and trace element fractionation before mixing. In contrast, mélange melting implies that the components are first mixed to form a new hybrid rock, whereby their radiogenic isotope composition is set, and melted in the second step, whereby the trace elements may be fractionated. The horizontal arrays observed in Fig. 3A strongly support the latter model.

On the basis of simple sediment-mantle mixing lines (Fig. 2, A to C, and fig. S2), most arc magmas are predicted to only contain up to a few weight percent of sediment. It is possible that these small amounts of sediment would not be sufficient to stabilize the accessory minerals rutile, zircon, apatite, and monazite that can produce the characteristic trace element fractionation observed in arc lavas (8, 14). However, as observed in experiments with natural mélange (21, 29), a significant oceanic crust component is sufficient to produce accessory minerals, such as rutile and zircon, and REE-bearing minerals of the perovskite supergroup that generate the required trace element fractionation. Addition of a substantial AOC component within mélange would not significantly perturb the Nd-Sr mixing relationships because of the similar Sr and Nd isotopic compositions of oceanic crust and mantle relative to sediments. Hence, the minor sediment component in many mélanges (5) that is also mirrored by the amounts of sediment in global arcs (Fig. 2 and fig. S1) does not preclude accessory phase

**Fig. 3. Plot of Nd isotopes versus Hf/Nd ratios for lavas from the Tonga arc.** (A) Literature data are from the GEOROC database (http://georoc.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/). Mixing lines between the mantle and bulk sediment (bold lines) and between the mantle and sediment melts (dotted lines) are shown as examples. The yellow bar illustrates the range of sediment melts possible for sediment melting down to a degree of as little as 1%. Sediment melts were computed by using relative partition coefficients of Nd and Hf ($D_{Nd}/D_{Hf} = 0.9$ to 4.3) in accordance with the experimental range observed (14). Both Hf and Nd are immobile in AOC fluids (13), which render sediments the most likely source of variation in Hf/Nd. Therefore, no fluid component is plotted in the figure. Schematic illustrations of expected trends when (B) sediment melting is followed by mixing and (C) mélange formation is followed by melting are also shown.
formation and trace element fractionation, if the mélange also contains a substantial AOC component.

Mélange melting in different locations
Transfer of mélange material into the mantle wedge could occur via diapirs that rise buoyantly from the slab surface and partially melt in the hot corner of the mantle wedge (5, 7). However, diapir formation in itself depends on the temperature, viscosity, and thickness of the buoyant layer (4), and it is likely that diapir formation may be inhibited in some arcs. In these cases, mélange material would likely be dragged down to greater depths, causing serpentine breakdown (30, 31) and eventual melting of chloride-rich schist at temperatures in excess of 800°C (30, 32). The pressure conditions prevailing at the top of the slab are expected to stabilize garnet in the residue of these mélange melts (6, 7, 32). Hence, melting at the top of the slab would potentially record residual garnet signatures, such as high Sr/Y and heavy REE depletions. Although not common, rocks with this type of chemical signature are found in many arcs (33). Classically, residual garnet signatures in arc lavas have been interpreted to reflect melting of the subducted basaltic crust at high pressure (34). However, this process is not expected for normal subduction processes and probably requires special circumstances or slab geometries (35). We speculate that mélange melting might be an alternative pathway to generate garnet signatures in subduction zone magmas. Conversely, the large dominance of arc rocks that lack any garnet signature requires that most mélange melting has to take place at pressures below approximately 2 GPa, where garnet is not part of the restitic mineral assemblage of mélange melting (6, 21, 29). This pressure equates to ≤60-km depth, and the slab surface is too cold at these shallow depths to cause any melting (36). Consequently, the mélange material can only melt if it is transported into hotter regions of the mantle wedge, and wedge diapirs are an appropriate mechanism to fulfill this task (5–7). Hence, REE signatures in arc magmas can be used to distinguish between melting of dragged-down mélange close to the slab-mantle interface and melting of mélange diapirs in the hot corner of the mantle wedge.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
It follows from the Nd-Sr isotopic and Sr-Nd-Hf trace element ratios that bulk mixing of solid components along the slab-mantle interface—high-pressure mélange formation—is the main mechanism to determine the source composition of arc magmas. The significant difference in pressure expected for different mélange melting scenarios facilitates REE patterns and Sr/Y ratios as geochemical tools to distinguish melting near the slab surface from melting in mantle wedge diapirs. Generation of arc magmas by melting of mélange in diapirs or at the slab surface has consequences for the interpretation of geochemical data. Classical interpretations that draw conclusions from trace element signatures for apparent dehydration and melting processes in the slab and for its thermal structure are rendered invalid, if the magmas and their geochemical patterns are generated in mélange diapirs within the mantle wedge or mélange melting at the slab surface. Mélange rocks are rich in volatile elements; may act as a temporary storage of H2O, CO2, and sulfur near or at the slab surface; and control the volatile transport into the mantle wedge and into the deep mantle. The differences in the pathways and budgets of volatiles between the two contrasting models for the generation of arc magmas are drastic and call for a reevaluation of further published data sets and revision of concepts and conclusions on subduction zone processes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used data for arc lavas compiled from the GEOROC database (http://georoc.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/) for eight well-studied island arcs. Data were modeled using experimental element partitioning data for sediment melting and AOC fluid release (13, 14).
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